Machiavelli is confusing when he
Machiavelli is confusing when he mentions virtue. mentions virtue.
He argues that to be virtuous in the He argues that to be virtuous in the sense of pure or moralistic is impossible sense of pure or moralistic is impossible for leaders that face threats both for leaders that face threats both external and internal to their state. external and internal to their state.
Those that are virtuous will be exploited Those that are virtuous will be exploited and taken advantage of for being na and taken advantage of for being na ï ï ve. ve.
Machiavelli usually uses the word Machiavelli usually uses the word " " virtu virtu " " to describe leaders that are: to describe leaders that are:
Industrious and well Industrious and well --learned of politics, learned of politics, able to gauge both friends and enemies, able to gauge both friends and enemies, i.e., cunning i.e., cunning Skilled in both war and politics, not Skilled in both war and politics, not depending heavily depending heavily on the advice and on the advice and power of others power of others Independent power base built on Independent power base built on charisma and leadership qualities. charisma and leadership qualities.
The power and privilege of American political The power and privilege of American political office is often used to provide benefits to friends office is often used to provide benefits to friends and political allies, which in turn reinforces and political allies, which in turn reinforces monetary support for electoral campaigns. monetary support for electoral campaigns. To be seen as parsimonious (stingy, or To be seen as parsimonious (stingy, or worse oppressive in taxes) is also bad and worse oppressive in taxes) is also bad and may lead one to be hated. may lead one to be hated.
How does the Prince avoid these traps? How does the Prince avoid these traps?
What Machiavelli is saying here is that to be What Machiavelli is saying here is that to be too liberal/generous is to be seen as weak too liberal/generous is to be seen as weak and eventually you will be taken advantage and eventually you will be taken advantage of. of.
To be seen as too stingy, greedy, dictatorial To be seen as too stingy, greedy, dictatorial is also detrimental when it leads to hatred. is also detrimental when it leads to hatred.
A balance thus must be struck A balance thus must be struck
Is it better to be loved or feared? Is it better to be loved or feared?
It would be best to be both feared and It would be best to be both feared and loved, although it is necessary to be loved, although it is necessary to be feared. That way your rule of law will feared. That way your rule of law will not be challenged. It is riskier to offend not be challenged. It is riskier to offend a man that is feared. a man that is feared. Again though, the Prince must avoid being Again though, the Prince must avoid being hated, or else the people will seek to remove hated, or else the people will seek to remove him. him. 
